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The Alhambra 1C EZ is a classic amplified guitar with great sound potential at an affordable price. With 
built-in preamp Fishman  EZ  Clasica II.

Suitable for guitar study and on-stage music demonstrations when coupled with an amplification system, 
the Alhambra 1C EZ is a very capable and reliable instrument, interesting for guitarists of all skill levels for 
its versatility and usefulness.

The construction of the Alhambra 1C EZ has the same level of manufacturing requirement as all Alhambra 
instruments, with great care and attention to detail for greater structural and sound quality and longer life. 
It is not enough to last a long time, it needs to age well.

The top is in solid cedar, which gives it a warm and rich hue that opens and develops over time and use, 
the bottom and sides are in sapelie, forming a body with a deep sound and an excellent presence of 
volume, either in acoustic or amplified mode.

The neck is in samanguilla and the fretboard is in holy wood, with a very comfortable action that opens the 
way to a technical execution of the pieces without mishaps. The tuning machines are nickel plated and 
very stable, keeping tuning safe, closing a set that sets the bar higher than expected on instruments of this 
range.

The sound of the Alhambra 1C EZ is well defined and takes on a new dimension when connected through 
its Fishman EZ Clasica II preamp, designed specifically for the amplification of classical guitars. The 
Fishman EZ Clasica II has a built-in tuner, volume control, basic bass and treble equalization, and a phase 
control for greater control of your sound in any type of room and amplifier system.

Although designed for performing classical pieces, the Alhambra 1C EZ is versatile for use in other musical 
styles and is an option to keep in mind for a point-of-use guitar for musicians who use a wider sound 
palette and need a wider range of instruments, without abusing the budget.

The Alhambra is one of the most respected brands in the manufacture of classical guitars. Since the 1960s 
they have been producing high quality instruments used by the best musicians on the planet, from 
classical to flamenco, folk to rock, considered by many to be the best entry mark for those who take their 
guitar study and evolution. serious music with high quality instruments in all ranges.

The Alhambra 1C EZ is for guitarists who want to demonstrate loud and clear their technical skills and 
interpretative virtues, safely and reliably, at a very affordable price.

Alhambra guitars offer a 2 year warranty against any manufacturing defects from the date of purchase of 
the instrument.

Specifications: 

Alhambra 1 C HT EZ - Ozvučena 
klasična gitara

Šifra: 18361
Kategorija prozivoda: Ozvučene Klasične Gitare
Proizvođač: Alhambra

Cena: 59.880,00  rsd



Top: solid cedar

Back and sides: sapelly

Neck: samanguila

Fingerboard: rosewood

Preamp: Fishman EZ Clasica II

Machine heads: nickel-plated

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


